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Loading spouts

Stanelle – always the best solution

Stanelle loading spouts –

for the bulk, dust-free loading of silo vehicles, open-top vehicles, rail cars,
containers, stockpiles, mixers, and ships

Applications: Stanelle loading spouts are at
the forefront everywhere where dust-like and
granular bulk goods are loaded quickly and
without detriment to the environment. Whether
cement, lime, plaster, premix plaster, FGD
products, pellets, grain, or other extreme bulk
goods – our loading spouts operate reliably
and trouble-free thanks to the careful selection
of materials and their design optimised for the
production processes.
Advantages:
High operating reliability: The general arrangement of the two hoisting lines outside the material stream effectively minimises wear to zero
and eliminates an otherwise frequent source of
malfunctions and accidents.
Protected outside bellows: The interior buckets are each suspended from strong belts and
so limit the loader’s stroke. The outside bellows
cannot therefore suffer damage from overload.
Protected drive: All drive and switching elements are placed inside the loader head.
There they are as well protected as they are
accessible.
Compact design: Even in cramped conditions
the loader can operate without problems: there
are no hoisting lines and no external winches to
get in the way. The drive elements of the Stanelle loading spout are integrated in the loader
head for ease of access.
Simplified installation: Screw on and connect
the electrical supply: your loading spout is now
ready for action!
Precisely centred material stream
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Short loading times: Fast up and down strokes, gentle contact and sensitive corrections
lead to extremely short loading times.
Tight seat: The rubber-lined discharge cone
always mates with the loading hatch without
gaps.
Serviceable: The hoisting lines, linkages, and
drive components are easily accessible.
Configurable: The material and quality of the
buckets can be configured precisely to the characteristics of the material stream.
Extensive accessories: Every silo type and
every loading site can be fitted with the Stanelle loading spout. The system is flexible and its
operation and economic efficiency can be adapted with an extensive range of accessories.

Further advantages:
Level indicators
The level indicators are essential modules serving
to automate the material stream and are available in
a wide range for various media.
Attached ﬁlter
As an alternative to the customary dedusting
systems Stanelle offers the pneumatically cleaned
loader ﬁlter. Owing to its direct attachment to the
loader head this ﬁlter cleans the mixture of dust
and air within the smallest of spaces. The cleaned
ﬁlter cake is introduced directly into the silo vehicle.
The ﬂexible attachment does not require any additional installation headroom.
Pneumatic cleaning
Although their elasticity is otherwise useful the
rubber-lined discharge cone, the interior buckets
on their moving suspensions, and the ﬂexible
bellows are a problem when the loader is cleaned
with unbalanced shakers. Stanelle has therefore
developed a pneumatic cleaning system speciﬁcally for this loading technology. The interior buckets
and outside bellows are alternately blasted and
cleaned with jets of compressed air. The same procedure is applied in the discharge cone’s exhaust
air chamber.
Various user requirements led to the development
of two different geometries:
· the QUADRO type with square buckets
· the RONDO type with round buckets
· the TELE-RONDO type with telescoping pipes
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QUADRO

The QUADRO type
· for loading silo vehicles and containers
· nominal width 220 mm
· number of buckets 3–12
· max stroke 2900 mm
· various bucket materials: steel sheet, stainless
steel, plastic-lined with closure cone
· optional closure cone heating
Internal hoisting lines between the outside bellows
and interior buckets; felt gasket to the gear chamber; square buckets suspended from two strong
belts arranged opposite each other and guided
over hoisting lines for greater stability.
The closure cone
Every practitioner knows that the closure cones
on loaders are problem components: fast wearing
on the hoisting lines and the closure cone itself
causes malfunctions and considerable repair costs.
The primary objective in the development of the
QUADRO with its square buckets was to relocate
the hoisting lines and the power supply cables for
the level indicators outside of the abrasive material stream. For this purpose new space had to be
created for connecting the hoisting lines.
The solution Stanelle found is depicted on the
adjacent schematic.
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QUADRO

Only the much more resistant linkages now remain in the material stream. As replacement parts
they are also easily exchangeable. The hoisting
lines themselves are now attached outside of the
danger zone. The choice of materials and the
robust design also serve to reduce considerably
the wear on the closure cone. The Stanelle closure cone is made of extremely hard wearing cast
steel with solid walls 15 to 25 mm thick.
The QUADRO type was developed primarily for
optimising the closure cone system.

square interior
buckets

closure cone

end-to-end solution with loader ﬁlter
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RONDO

The RONDO type
· for loading silo vehicles, open-topped transport,
containers, stockpiles, and ships with dustlike
and granular bulk goods
· nominal widths 250–800 mm
· number of buckets 3–14
· variant bucket materials: cast steel, steel sheet,
stainless steel, plastic
· mechanical level compensation
· without closure cone
· special sizes on request
Because the hoisting lines are now attached on the
outside the bellows and interior buckets can now
be replaced more easily without additional hoisting
gear. The interior buckets are suspended from four
supporting belts.
RONDO type: level compensation
The more a silo vehicle is loaded, the more the
level drops under the greater weight on the suspension. There is then a gap between the discharge
cone and the silo dome. If loading is to be free of
dust the falling level must be compensated. For
this purpose Stanelle loading spouts feature an innovative mechanical facility with a discharge cone
suspended from ﬂexible pressure springs.
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RONDO

Open-topped loading
Open-topped transport can be loaded only with the
RONDO type. Because the discharge cone on the
QUADRO type is lifted over the closure cone there is
no interim position at which the discharge would be
free. The nominal width 250 (RONDO type) allows
the loading of silo and alternatively open-topped
vehicles when a dust dome or apron is clipped on.
Larger nominal sizes require dust domes matched to
each and every case.
Ship loaders
The JBM 500 type loader is a specialised system
for loading dry, free ﬂowing bulk goods on ships.

Gravel loaders
The RONDO gravel loader is a specialised system
for the dust-free loading of coarse grain bulk goods,
e.g. pebbles or gravel, on open-topped trucks, rail
cars, ships, and stockpiles.
The large nominal widths of 500–800 mm facilitate extremely high loading capacities in excess of
1000 t/h.
Special sizes are available, when they will be manufactured as RONDO types only with diameters and
strokes tailored to each project.

round interior
buckets

Gravel loader

optional:
dust dome
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TELE-RONDO

The TELE-RONDO type
· nominal width: 200 mm
· throughput: 100 m³/h
· telescoping length (pipe) about 2735 mm
· perfected technology based on a further development of the JBM 220 QUADRO type loading spout
· integrated level control automatically adjusts the
loader’s telescoping length to the present ﬁll level
· variant telescoping pipe materials: steel,
stainless steel
The Stanelle JBM 200 TELE-RONDO type loading spout is a specialised system for loading silo
vehicles (trucks, rail cars) with high-separation bulk
goods like e.g. dry mortar. Bulk goods of various
weights and large free fall heights are associated
with separation problems in standard loaders,
leading to losses in quality. The separation of bulk
goods in this category is prevented to the greatest
possible extent when the TELE-RONDO type JBM
200 is used.
Operating mode
Position the silo vehicle under the TELE-RONDO
within a precision of 50 mm. The TELE-RONDO
discharge cone sets itself on the silo dome opening
and the telescoping pipes enter the silo vehicle.
Remaining is a free fall height of 200–400 mm only.
This minimal free fall height serves to prevent the
separation of the bulk material’s components into
their constituent weights. When the bulk material
reaches the bottom ﬁll level sensor the telescopic
pipes are raised, but loading continues at the low
free fall height. This procedure is repeated until two
max level indicators signal the silo vehicle is full
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TELE-RONDO

and the upstream charging or shutoff components
are switched off or closed respectively. When the
TELE-RONDO is raised the closure cone prevents
material from escaping into the environment and
circulating air – and therefore humidity – from entering the loader.

QUADRO type loading

Accessories
The TELE-RONDO in conjunction with our transverse and longitudinal positioners presents the
optimal loading solution for special bulk goods
tending to separate.

TELE-RONDO type loading
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